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Allison Bailey is taking a case against Stonewall because
of trans activist interference with women's ability to name
the truth of sex-based oppression and the way sex-based
oppression is informing the blatant power trans activism is
wielding against *against* females.

Allison Bailey
@BluskyeAllison
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@CrowdJustice claims that it does not pre-judge the content of cases.

CrowdJustice claims that not pre-judging cases is vital to their integrity.

However, CrowdJustice censored the content of Allison's page in a way that directly

mirrors the very reason *why* the case is being
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brought.

Because trans activism demands that female people do not name the reality of their

own oppression, does not name male violence, and that we ignore *actual facts* that

evidence how trans ideology makes women vulnerable to male violence.

Apparently, it is not discriminatory that we are being threatened with rape and blue

and pink baseball bats.

It is not discriminatory that female prisoners are being locked up with male sexual

abusers.

It is not discriminatory that female people won't be able to get access to

female-only space to deal with the impacts of male violence.

It is, however, *severely* discriminatory for us *to talk about these things*.
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This is STRAIGHT UP SILENCING AND SHAMING WOMEN FOR NAMING MALE

VIOLENCE.

This is CALLING WOMEN DELUSIONAL AND HYSTERICAL WHEN

THEY REPORT MALE VIOLENCE levels of TOTAL GASLIGHTING BULLSHIT.

Women and their experience of male violence is being erased *in the service of male

people's desires*, which is the mechanism that creates the erasure, appropriation and

traumatisation of women IN THE FIRST PLACE.

When women try and point this out, they are investigated by powerful organisation

acting in the interests of those desires, in an effort to erase and silence them.

And when they then try and take court cases about how they are being silenced and

erased for naming sex-based

oppression and male power and the prioritisation of male people's desires over

female people's existence, platforms that claim their entire integrity depends on not

pre-judging cases, pre-judge the case, in the interests of male power.

@CrowdJustice - You just re-performed the

entire history of how male power stamps on female victims of abuse in one gesture.

You know how rape victims talk about the way the criminal justice system re-

traumatises them?

That's what you just did.

Right side of history, 

You haven't a shred of integrity, 

Whatsoever.
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